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I am doing what I can to 

keep active in social media 

and Facebook is always one 

I enjoy taking part in.  

Mostly, I keep up with the 

activities of my fellow 

writers and the struggles of 

those who are just taking 

their first steps into this 

world of creative endeavors.  

It is good to see I’m not the 

only one. 

The fave reply I provided 

was in answer to a simple 

but unusual question: 

Who is lonely tonight? 

My Answer:  Me, myself 

and I, plus the stories in my 

head, the movies and shows 

that I enjoy, composers I 

listen to, the memories I 

cherish and the hopes I 

strive to achieve. Yup, we 

are all alone tonight. 

Together. 😊 

 
April days have come!  

April is now in full swing!  

The days are filled with the 

chirping of birds, clouds 

overhead and an occasional 

storm blowing through the 

states.  Nature is happy and   

the flow of 2018 is underway.   

The first quarter was is like a 

dress rehearsal.  We have 

tried a few things, made goals 

and started along the path of 

success.  As we get traction 

into the second quarter, our 

goals will soon become our 

habits and soon those habits 

will become a path to victory. 

Ripples of Mind is coming 

soon.  I am completing the 

final touches to the book and 

will set an announcement 

once it is available for 

purchase.  The best part?  For 

those who have purchased the 

eBook before will have it 

updated as soon as it is 

released.  (Gotta love the 

electronic age!)   

I am ending my posting to 

the image site PixApp.  It 

was a fun exercise to post 

and have my pictures 

available for purchase but in 

the end it was just time 

consuming and had little 

return.  I am going to add 

Gab to my social media 

posting and will be posting 

a few pix a week to the site 

YouPic.  I don’t expect to get 

anything more than 

exposure from the site.  

Along with Instagram it will 

be an outlet to share the 

images I capture in the 

world.  Hopefully, it will 

also be an outlet where I can 

post my book releases. (yay!) 

😊 
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being grateful for the things you have go a long 

way to making the days brighter. 
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Previously: 
What has been happening? 

I am eager to release Ripples 

of Mind and can barely 

contain myself.  I am looking 

forward to holding this book 

in my hands with the new 

cover and illustrations with as 

much excitement as the first 

book. 😊  

 

The new vlog was in line with 

the season and revolved 

around the plot bunnies we 

must all face in creating 

worlds and dealing with life. I 

hope it is well received and 

enjoyed.  I do my best to 

balance humor with 

information.  The work of a 

writer is always tempered 

with experience and lessons.  

Hopefully these little tips will 

provide a little foreshadowing 

of the challenges to come for 

those who are taking the 

journey of a writer.  

 

My fave Instagram post this 

month will be the one I post 

tonight.  (Shhh… It’s a secret!)  

I am glad to have the outlet of 

Instagram and very grateful 

to have followers on that 

amazing platform. 

 

Close the day knowing you 

have conquered every 

challenge and obstacle that 

tried keeping you from where 

you are today.  Tomorrow is 

yours.  Onwards! 

One thing I have come to 

understand this first quarter 

above all others is the need to 

share the progress I am doing 

with my works. 

For the coming weeks, I will 

be trying to provide a system 

of measurement to show all 

the things I am working on.  I 

want to have a way of sharing 

what I am doing so there is 

less of a mystery.  Until 

then… 

 

Where am I? 

If you don’t know where to 

find my posts, feel free to 

check out these social media 

sites I frequent: 

Facebook 

Instagram 

YouTube 

https://www.facebook.com/aIexgzarate/
https://www.instagram.com/alexgzarate/
https://www.youtube.com/user/alexgzarate

